
 

 

Purple Seven is the leading provider of data driven insight for the cultural sector internationally, 
driving audience engagement through actionable intelligence. Our innovative modular solution 
combines self-service software and data science using data from our growing warehouse of 30m 
theatre tickets across 6m arts bookers. 

Team members from around the UK work from home to support a wide range of arts clients in the 
UK, North America and around the world. 

We are planning for growth as the cultural sector recovers and seek to recruit a key individual to 
the development team who can bring their expertise, professionalism and energy to deliver for our 
clients. 

Front End Developer  

Remuneration: £37.5k dependent on experience 
Location: Home-based. 
Hours of Work: 37.5 p/w within UK office hours Mon – Fri 8am – 6pm 
Application Process: please send a full CV and covering letter by close of play Monday 19 April to 
jobs@purpleseven.com  

Job Brief 

We are seeking a software developer to join our expanding team. The successful candidate can expect to 
gain a broad range of experience as an important part of an ambitious data insights company within a 
small development team with an international client base. 

You will be responsible for delivering a wide range of product enhancements, new developments and 
maintenance of existing products. Our development approach combines short sprints and early releases 
and requires a proactive, confident approach. 

You will support our operations team on escalated issues, ensuring that they can provide quick and 
accurate resolutions to client queries.  

We are looking for a motivated, skilled individual who can hit the ground running and add value to our 
core software platform from the outset. With strong analysis and problem-solving skills, you will be able to 
write clear and concise code, be able to test your own and others’ work efficiently and effectively and 
have a keen eye for usability. 

 
Key Skills & Expertise 

Your Experience 

In addition to 3 years of commercial computing experience, you must be able to demonstrate: 



 

 

 Proven professional project experience building sophisticated Single Page Applications in VueJS, 
React or Angular.  

 Excellent CSS/SCSS skills and experience of UI libraries  
 Proficient with Git and experience with feature request/merge branch deployment 

methodology/conflict resolution  
 Ability to deliver clean & tested code  
 Being comfortable with working in short sprints and delivering in incremental stages 

Ideally you will have 

 Experience building mobile apps  
 Experience in backend technology, C# / .NET Core, ExpressJS  
 Evidence of interest in specialised technology, e.g, SignalR, Websockets  

About You 

• You are a talented front-end developer who has worked for a number of years building data rich 
websites & ideally mobile applications. You regularly re-skill and are actively following the rapid 
changes in the web and JavaScript world. You make use of these new technologies, prefer using 
available libraries than building your own, in order to focus on what is relevant to the problem at 
hand.  

• Communication is a strength: your code, documentation and methodologies are clear and well 
founded. You make decisions in collaboration with others and advocate from a starting position of 
what is best from a long-term point of view, not just what’s the easiest solution to a problem.  

• You are comfortable working with existing code bases, maintaining existing structure and style, 
but are not afraid of refactoring/rebuilding from scratch when required.  

• You are a strong problem solver: from spending the extra time identifying edge-case behaviour; 
to solving difficult to reproduce problems; to devising rational, well-researched approaches to 
large scale changes.   

• You strive at all times to avoid duplication, to keep your code well-structured and not introduce 
technical debt.  

• You use tooling where possible to reduce effort and to streamline your working practice.  
• You are an ambitious self-starter with an interest in arts and culture 

  



 

 

 

Accountabilities 

 Product Enhancement  
 New Product Development 
 Support & Maintenance 
 Continuous Improvement 
 Support the business as required 

Accountability 1: Product Enhancement 

Responding to client feedback, technical innovations and / or legal requirements you will work alongside 
support and account management colleagues to implement modifications to our core products. 

Meets Expectations 

• Work with colleagues to understand required outputs. 
• Based on skills and experience, offer proactive suggestions for implementation of outputs. 
• Evaluate cost implications to the business of any product enhancements and include in planning 
• Meet project deadlines and accurately record project time 

Exceeds Expectations 

• Proactively suggest product enhancements that will better meet client needs and exceed their 
expectations 

• Exceed project deadlines 

Accountability 2: New Product Development 

Working alongside other team members to define and develop our future solutions. Creating well-
developed and documented robust solutions that are fit for international markets. 

Meets Expectations 

• Ensure all work is documented 
• Create workflow scopes 
• Meet project deadlines 
• Proactively include other team members in the iterative design process 
• Contribute to the design planning of new products, utilising the best fit technology 
• Deliver and release code following established release processes 

Exceeds Expectations 

• Proactively suggests product innovations suitable for the market 
• Exceed project deadlines 

 



 

 

Accountability 3: Support & Maintenance 

Provide proactive and timely expertise to support and account management colleagues to resolve 
client support issues and queries.  

Meets Expectations 

• Offer helpful advice and assistance to resolve any client issues escalated by colleagues 
• Where necessary and sensible, put in place permanent fixes to resolve client issues 
• Provide helpful feedback and estimated resolution timeframes for colleagues to communicate to 

clients 
• Proactively highlight potential issues clients may face as a consequence of changes, 

enhancements or developments and communicate to colleagues so customer expectations can 
be managed.  

Exceeds Expectations 

• Exceeds estimated resolution deadlines 

 
Accountability 4: Continuous Improvement 

Remain current in technical innovation. Ensure projects are delivered in the most cost-effective way. 

Meets Expectations 

• Remain current of any new versions of currently used development tools and languages 
• Monitor the actual cost of projects against the estimated costs to gauge accuracy in estimating 

work timescales 
 

Exceeds Expectations 

• Seek out knowledge and experience of latest technologies that might offer alternatives to those in 
use 

• Have an awareness of competitor offerings and the technology being used. 

Accountability 5: Support the business as required  
To support other activities and parts of the business as required.  

 


